Host RADM_Black says:
Summary: The Tal-War has safely docked at Outpost 34A, where the CNS, OPS and CTO have beamed to the outpost for a preliminary situation check, etc. While OPS and the CTO where given a tour by Lieutenant Fernhim, the CNS had a meeting with the Outpost's administrator to deal with the general direction of the efficiency check.
Host RADM_Black says:
As we join the crew, little has changed, the CTO and OPS are about to finish their tour over the outpost as the CNS and Thrawn are finishing up their meeting. Meanwhile, operations are normal on the Tal-War as they await the first reports from their away team.
Host RADM_Black says:
<<<<<<<<<<< Begin Tal-War Mission: Investigation in Depth - Part IV >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Host RADM_Black says:
<<<<<<<<<<< Begin Tal-War Mission: Investigation in Depth - Part IV >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
::Is in her RR on the Tal-War::
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
::At Tac1 monitoring sensors::
CTO_JtJG_MacAllister says:
::Walks beside Jessica Fernhim chatting away with her::
Host Admin_Thrawn says:
@::tries to recap what was mentioned::  CNS: To summarise, Commander... what locations do you need access to assistance for ?
XO-LtCmdr-Exeter says:
:: in centre chair trying not to fall a sleep::
LtJG_Fernhim says:
@::With the Tal-War's CTO, leading him to a nearby cafeteria for a drink, before concluding their tour:: CTO: What did you think of our outpost so far?
CNS_Cmdr_Luchena says:
@::snaps back to reality::  Thrawn:  We just need to look over your records and inventory.  ::yawns and tried to look bored about the whole tedious process::
EO_Ens_Bugalot says:
::Finishes his last diagnostics on the engines and downloads the report to a PADD.:: *XO*: Sir, Bugalot here. The first diagnostics are done. I am ready to proceed with your request.
CTO_JtJG_MacAllister says:
@Fernhim: Well, to be honest, going on first impressions I wouldn't want to be stationed here but I suppose you get used to it. ::smiles::
CSO_LtJG_Wuer says:
::walks out of sickbay having just under gone a physical:: *CO*: Commander, permission to return to duty, sickbay feels that I am in good enough health to return to duty... and I can't take any more rest
Host Admin_Thrawn says:
@::grins::  CNS: Very well... I will guide you or any officer of your crew to the operations centre for access to our records and inventory. The actual inventory is located in the cargo bays off course which are freely accessible for your officers to check on their own.
CTO_JtJG_MacAllister says:
@Fernhim: How long have you been stationed here?
XO-LtCmdr-Exeter says:
:: Sits up :: *EO*: Good, Just work ahead of schedule and stay away from sensitive systems like Sensors, communications and weapons. we need those till further notice.
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
::Continues to review the current actions and processes of the crew on the Ship, whilst attempting to begin reviewing various crew assessments::
LtJG_Fernhim says:
@::Nods slowly:: CTO: That is what most people say after visiting, however, the place grows on you.. I have been here two and a half years now, and have come to enjoy it..
CSO_LtJG_Wuer says:
::heads to the nearest turbolift and heads for the bridge as he waits for Jameson’s reply::
CTO_JtJG_MacAllister says:
@::Nods:: I suppose it gets pretty busy here?
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
::Scans area for any suspicious activity::
CNS_Cmdr_Luchena says:
@::stretches::  Thrawn:  If your shields are down we can probably check most of the inventory from the ship with our sensors.  Did you say something about a drinking establishment earlier?  ::looks hopeful::
LtJG_Fernhim says:
@CTO: At times, yes.. We do get some visitors every now and then. I don't mind, it's nice to have a busy place for a change..
EO_Ens_Bugalot says:
*XO*: Affirmative sir, I will work on it now... and don't worry... your systems are safe with me at their central controls. ::Sighs loud enough for him to hear it and starts to work on initiating the diagnostics as the XO ordered him to do.::
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
*XO*: Please report to my RR
XO-LtCmdr-Exeter says:
*EO*: understood and good work, ensign ::smiles at the sigh::
CTO_JtJG_MacAllister says:
@Fernhim: What kind of visitors do you get here mostly?
Host Admin_Thrawn says:
::nods::  CNS: Indeed.... there a large lounge or bar if you will located on deck 8.... right above the docking bays...
CSO_LtJG_Wuer says:
::walks off of the turbolift onto the bridge, the first time since before Cmdr. Jameson’s trial.. somehow it looked different and there was noone he knew around::
XO-LtCmdr-Exeter says:
*CO*: Aye-aye,ma'am! ::gets up and walks to the RR and rings the chime::
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
XO: Enter
CNS_Cmdr_Luchena says:
@::stands::  Thrawn:  That sounds great.  Let me just check in to see if the brass wants to send more people down.  The sooner we get it over with the better.  ::smiles::
XO-LtCmdr-Exeter says:
:enters the CO Office and does a stand to attention in front of the CO's desk::
LtJG_Fernhim says:
@CTO: Mixes, really... ::Takes a seat at a table and waits for the waiter:: Can't really say there is one race that comes more than others, not with the federation's partial membership here..
CSO_LtJG_Wuer says:
::Having not heard from the CO he heads over to her RR and rings the chime::
EO_Ens_Bugalot says:
::The diagnostics run has been initiated and only a short period after the acknowledgement shows up on his console, a strange light illuminates on the side of the screen.:: Self: What the....
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
XO: Relax Exeter. I want to know how far you've been able to get with sensor sweeps of the outpost, with attempting to intercept outgoing communications and the similar
Host Admin_Thrawn says:
@::nods ands gestures::  CNS: Feel free to, Commander...  ::stands from his seat and returns to his desk::
CTO_JtJG_MacAllister says:
@Fernhim: I see. ::nods:: Anyone that stands out?
CNS_Cmdr_Luchena says:
@*CO*:  Luchena reporting.
LtJG_Fernhim says:
@::Blinks:: CTO: As I said, no.. As for the type of visitors, you really need to check that with security..
Host Admin_Thrawn says:
ACTION: The tactical console on the bridge comes to light and several red lights begin to flash....
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
Self: What the...?
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
::Checks those blinking red light at his console::
CSO_LtJG_Wuer says:
::As he stands outside the RR, his attention turns to picture of the Outpost on the viewscreen it seems familiar too him, but his recent memory is still somewhat fuzzy::
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
*XO*: Sir, sorry to interrupt you, but we have a situation in here!
CSO_LtJG_Wuer says:
::turns his attention to Tactical:: TO: Every okay up there Ensign?
EO_Ens_Bugalot says:
::Double checks his console, trying to determine where the light originates from... which he finds out quick enough... Tactical.:: Self: Uh oh... I think the XO is not going to like this... ::Begins to look around and sweat slightly.::
CTO_JtJG_MacAllister says:
@::Nods and waits for the Waiter:: Fernhim: Surely you get to hear about some of the, shall we say, more interesting visitors? ::grins::
XO-LtCmdr-Exeter says:
CO: Well, not very far.  I first need to fool the people on the station that we are just here for a routine inspection in 30 minutes or so we'll start using the sensors and search fro comms. I have the TO working on sweeps to find any suspicious shipping at this moment.
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
CSO: It appears that the entire weapons array Armed up on it's own
Host Admin_Thrawn says:
ACTION: The OPS console on the bridge begins to beep as well... urgent hail from the outpost...
CNS_Cmdr_Luchena says:
@*CO*:  The Administrator is being very cooperative.  Did you want to send any more people down?
CSO_LtJG_Wuer says:
::walks over to Tactical:: TO: Our Weapons array or there’s?
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
CSO: Ours
CNS_Cmdr_Luchena says:
@::turns and grins at Thrawn::
LtJG_Fernhim says:
@CTO: Mister MacAllister, we value our visitors. We do not talk about them and their backgrounds if we do not legally have to. Now, again, you'll have to check with security. Now, what would you like to drink? ::Looks at the approaching waiter::
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
::Runs a level 2 diagnostics on the weapons array::
Host Admin_Thrawn says:
@::sees the urgent report on his console and frowns, turning to the CNS::  CNS: Commander...I have been just informed that your vessel has powered weapons inside my outpost!  Darn it...
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
::Looks at Exeter::  XO: And did you inform the TO why we are performing these security sweeps for an efficiency check?
EO_Ens_Bugalot says:
*XO*: I am sorry to bother you sir, but I we have a problem here. ::Begins to enter dozens of worthless commands into his console.::
CNS_Cmdr_Luchena says:
@::looks surprised::  Thrawn:  I don't understand.
CSO_LtJG_Wuer says:
TO: Well as long as it don't fire by itself, we don't need a situation like that now do we Ensign?
XO-LtCmdr-Exeter says:
CO: Just routine, In these areas you have the regular  smuggler so. Didn't have to explain that much.
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
CSO: I agree sir
CNS_Cmdr_Luchena says:
@~~~CO:  What's going on up there?  Why are weapons powering up?~~~  ::panicked::
XO-LtCmdr-Exeter says:
*EO*: What
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
XO: Understood.  But anything small, possibly of interest, send to me in here
CTO_JtJG_MacAllister says:
@::Nods and keeps a smile on his face:: Fernhim: I know and I'm sorry to keep on about it but I know from experience that some security officers are less than forthcoming with the truth at times. ::looks at the waiter:: I'll just have a black coffee thanks.
XO-LtCmdr-Exeter says:
*EO*: What's the problem?
Host Admin_Thrawn says:
@CNS: I don't understand either... ::grumbles as he taps a few things on his console::
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
*EO*: O’Brien to engineering, why is my weapon system powers up by it self?
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
::Gestures at her console, noticing that the weapons are powered, and immediately stands up to go to the bridge::
CSO_LtJG_Wuer says:
::Walks back down to the RR door and tries the chime again:: TO: The CO is in her office isn't she?
XO-LtCmdr-Exeter says:
CO: Aye-aye, Cap’n :: steps back and heads for the exit::
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
CSO: Yes
EO_Ens_Bugalot says:
::Voice trembling:: *XO* Sir, something happened with the weapons. They just came on by themselves, right after I initiated the diagnostics run.
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
~~~CNS: I'll inform you when I know~~~
LtJG_Fernhim says:
@::Nods:: CTO: I do hope you don't see me as one of those not-so-forthcoming officers.. ::Turns to the waiter:: I'll have one too, with sugar..
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
*EO*: Report
CSO_LtJG_Wuer says:
::it suddenly dawns on him that the outpost is the one he had gone to on his covert mission for Adm. Black::
CNS_Cmdr_Luchena says:
@Thrawn:  It sounds like the Captain is as surprised as the rest of us.
XO-LtCmdr-Exeter says:
*EO*: Okay, shut down Tactical and bypass to back-up systems, right now. then run a diagnostic on the complete system. By pass what is possible to other systems. Also run a Check on the complete programming.
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
*CNS*:~~~If any questions are asked, make sure you let the officials be aware that this isn't an aggressive sign towards them~~~
EO_Ens_Bugalot says:
*TO*: I don't know, weird things are happening down here as well. ::Voice trembling even more, while sweat is almost pouring.::
CTO_JtJG_MacAllister says:
@::Looks at Jessica with a smile:: Fernhim: Again, my first impression is no, but being in my position it's not possible to trust anyone fully and completely. Please understand it's nothing personal.
Host Admin_Thrawn says:
@CNS: You do know if they fire in that docking bay we will have a major problem on our hands...
XO-LtCmdr-Exeter says:
:: Stands before the RR doors and as the whoosh open he sees the CSO:: CSO: Anything wrong?
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
*XO*: Sir, the level 2 diagnostics i made turned up that the problem caused by some bad diagnostic subroutines
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
*EO*: Are the weapons in any danger of discharging?
Host Admin_Thrawn says:
ACTION: As the EO tries to bypass the back-up systems the launching sequence of the photon torpedoes is activated... countdown 20 seconds....
EO_Ens_Bugalot says:
*XO*: Aye aye sir! ::Tries to remember the exact things the XO just told him and enters the commands into the console... hopefully in the right order.::
CNS_Cmdr_Luchena says:
@Thrawn:  Why?  What's in the docking bay?
CTO_JtJG_MacAllister says:
@::waits for his coffee, oblivious to the trouble on the ship::
CSO_LtJG_Wuer says:
:: stands back as the door opens:: XO: Oh.. Commander, permission to return to duty sir, its been to long...
CNS_Cmdr_Luchena says:
@::starts to feel a bit panicky again::
EO_Ens_Bugalot says:
*CO*: Err... they are now sir. ::Sweats nearly uncontrollably.::
XO-LtCmdr-Exeter says:
TO: Okay, coordinate with the EO, you might have to wipe the system and reinstall the complete Tactical system. These ships have that nasty habit.
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
XO: Sir we have a problem! Photon torps are armed and ready to fire within 20 seconds!
LtJG_Fernhim says:
@::Nods at the CTO:: CTO: Fair enough.. ::Takes the coffee as it arrives, and adds some sugar to it, then stirs::
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
::Sees the Photon torpedo countdown, and gasps quietly::
Host Admin_Thrawn says:
CNS: We have adjacent cargobays which some contain materials that don't respond well to phasers and that kind of stuff...
CNS_Cmdr_Luchena says:
@Thrawn:  Do you have escape pods?
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
*EO*: Cut all power to the weapons systems.  We can't have any weapons discharging at the outpost
EO_Ens_Bugalot says:
::Begins to override the diagnostics in the best way he can, hoping he can somehow stop the countdown or cut all power if necessary.::
Host Admin_Thrawn says:
ACTION: Tic tac... 15...14....13
XO-LtCmdr-Exeter says:
CSO: Permission granted, I might need you now. Check if sensors still work I need you to check the outpost comms and I don't want the outpost to know we are checking their comms.
CNS_Cmdr_Luchena says:
@::taps his commbadge::  *CTO*:  I think we have a problem....
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
XO: Sir, 13 seconds until photon are fired!
CTO_JtJG_MacAllister says:
@::takes his coffee and stirs it:: Fernhim: So what's you're part in all this? ::gestures vaguely around::
CTO_JtJG_MacAllister says:
@*CNS*: MacAllister here, go ahead Commander.
CSO_LtJG_Wuer says:
XO: Aye Sir, and there something else you know that evidence I gave you that cleared Commander Jameson’s name?
XO-LtCmdr-Exeter says:
:: moves quickly to flight and engages the thrusters to move the ship away from the station:: TO: I’m turning the ship away. Be ready with phasers to disable them as soon as they are fired!
LtJG_Fernhim says:
@CTO: I am from the operations department.. You know of course what my duties are.... ::Listens in on the comm conversation::
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
XO: Aye!
CNS_Cmdr_Luchena says:
@*CTO*:  Apparently the Tal-War has weapons powered and ...::looks over at Thrawn::
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
::Taps quickly on console and readies phasers::
EO_Ens_Bugalot says:
::Begins to hit his console as he starts to panic. With a final attempt he tries to cut all power to weapons and tactical stations throughout the entire ship.:: Self: Come on you old bucket of cheap metal!!!
CSO_LtJG_Wuer says:
::heads over to his console to find out the layout has been messed about with, but it'll have to make do, attempts to brings sensors online::
XO-LtCmdr-Exeter says:
CSO: NO time, You'll have to tell me later. ::Quickly increases the speed of the thrusters to make a quick turn powering up impulse to make a fast impulse turn:: TO: be ready, with luck we the torpedoes won't hit anything!
Host Admin_Thrawn says:
ACTION: As the EO tries is best with the power.... it works.... and within seconds the entire Tal-War is covered in darkness.....
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
Self: What the...?
EO_Ens_Bugalot says:
Self: Oops...
XO-LtCmdr-Exeter says:
:: Sighs with relief:: Self: thank god!
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
::Grabs a pack from under the CO's chair, hoping to find a light source somewhere in it::
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
::After missing several heart beats finally feels again his heart::
CTO_JtJG_MacAllister says:
@::frowns at his com badge:: Fernhim: That's not right... *CNS*: Can you confirm Commander, has a firing sequence been activated?
EO_Ens_Bugalot says:
::Turns around and starts to walk, but with the first step he trips over his toolbox and falls to the floor.::
CSO_LtJG_Wuer says:
::his console goes dead in front of him:: XO: Don't think I'll have sensors for a while Sir.
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
*CNS*:~~~The weapons are offline, however, so is most of the power on the rest of the ship~~~
Host Admin_Thrawn says:
ACTION: Newsflash for the insiders: Apparently EO Bugalot just cut all power throughout the ship...somehow...  as the energy flows out of the systems the crew onboard can feel themselves being lifted from the ground... gravity control is offline as well.
XO-LtCmdr-Exeter says:
CSO: Well, I think in 12 hours. But we do have two runabouts in the shuttlebay?
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
::Starts to flow over Tac1... and enjoys it!::
CNS_Cmdr_Luchena says:
@Thrawn:  What's happening now?  Are weapons locked on?
LtJG_Fernhim says:
@::Still listening with interest:: CTO: No kidding...
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
XO: Sir, feeling light weighted over here...
XO-LtCmdr-Exeter says:
*EO*: Okay, start up the system again. Start with gravity control and life support. then sensors and leave Tactical off!
EO_Ens_Bugalot says:
::Feels the toolbox lift together with him from the floor.:: Self: The XO is most certainly not going to be pleased with this either. ::Begins to peddle in the direction he believes is down and hopes to grab on to the console he was working at just a few seconds ago.::
CSO_LtJG_Wuer says:
::Begins to float into the middle of the bridge:: XO: Aye, that could be a good option...
Host Admin_Thrawn says:
@::frowns at the latest report from his assistant::  CNS: It appears your ship has luckily powered down its weapons...  ::pauses::  and everything else for that matter... no energy emissions have been detected...
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
::Starts to feel a little light-headed, before realising that it's actually her whole body that's light::
XO-LtCmdr-Exeter says:
TO: Just keep try not to vomit, ensign :: as he him self is lifted in the air::
CNS_Cmdr_Luchena says:
@Thrawn:  Drastic way to shut down weapons, isn't it?  ::looks puzzled::
CNS_Cmdr_Luchena says:
@*CTO*:  The Tal-War is now apparently without power.  Any power.
XO-LtCmdr-Exeter says:
CSO: Comm isn't working right?
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
XO: Don’t worry sir, I always enjoyed floating around in the light-weight classes
Host Admin_Thrawn says:
@::nods heavily::  CNS: Indeed.... very drastic...
EO_Ens_Bugalot says:
::Finds hold on something and pulls himself down, his feet still high up towards the ceiling. He starts to enter a few commands to reactivate the power to all, except tactical.:: *XO*: Aye sir, I'll try.
CSO_LtJG_Wuer says:
XO: Should still be online for internal COMM but not external.
CTO_JtJG_MacAllister says:
@::thinks "what's Buggalot done this time?":: *CNS*: Understood commander.
CNS_Cmdr_Luchena says:
@Thrawn:  Well.  Now I really need a drink.  ::grins::
CSO_LtJG_Wuer says:
XO: As I was saying before though Commander, as far as I can remember, what with my fuzzy memories, this is where I got the evidence that cleared Jameson
CTO_JtJG_MacAllister says:
@Fernhim: Looks like our engineer clipped the wrong wire, which means we won't be going anywhere for a while. ::Smiles::
XO-LtCmdr-Exeter says:
CSO:Well, we are just here to check up the area. Black's orders, god knows why?
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
::Hears Wuer::  CSO: You got the information here? Who was your source?
XO-LtCmdr-Exeter says:
TO: Well, Zero-G training wasn't my favourite subject, ensign.
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
CSO: How much time until life support fail?
LtJG_Fernhim says:
@CTO: Alright.. Perhaps we should turn this into a late lunch then? If we have to wait, we might as well...
EO_Ens_Bugalot says:
::Notices that nothing happened and wants to hit the console again, forgetting he was already floating he drifts off and begins to spin as he misses.::
CSO_LtJG_Wuer says:
CO: Well there was Rogue Defiant activity at this outpost when I was here last and little sign of any federation activity.
CTO_JtJG_MacAllister says:
@::smiles again:: Fernhim: Sounds good, I haven't eaten for a while.
CSO_LtJG_Wuer says:
TO: Life support should be fine its triply backed up we should have hours let..
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
CSO: Defiant? Like the vessel that attacked the Cargo freighter before the McKeon situation?
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
XO: Can I make a suggestion sir?
XO-LtCmdr-Exeter says:
TO: yes? ::with caution and dread::
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
XO:Bio suits have also magnetic boots and this should aid us with dealing the situation. We have them in the locker over there sir ::points at the locker::
CSO_LtJG_Wuer says:
CO: Aye Sir, yeah that was the things it seemed to tie them in with her murder, I was advised to come here by some higher up the chain of command...
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
TO: I need a verbal report about the cause of this
CSO_LtJG_Wuer says:
CO:.... Someone who I believe has sent us back to investigate what I started
LtJG_Fernhim says:
@::Nods:: CTO: Agreed then.. ::Waves at the waiter again, then waits for him to come to the table::
XO-LtCmdr-Exeter says:
::uses the flight console to push off and heads for the locker:: TO: How many suits?
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
XO: Six sir
CTO_JtJG_MacAllister says:
@Fernhim: What can you recommend? ::smiles warmly::
Host Admin_Thrawn says:
@::nods at the CNS and points at the door::  CNS: Shall we ?
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
::Starts to float over to the locker::
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
CSO: What has given you that impression Lt? We are here for an efficiency check. The location is most likely coincidence
EO_Ens_Bugalot says:
::An idea snaps to his mind and begins to peddle to the exit of ME.:: *XO*: Sir, I have an idea that might return the power to the ship. I am heading out to the shuttlebay, if you need me.
XO-LtCmdr-Exeter says:
:gets the boots as he leaves the suits. Throwing a boot at the time towards the rest of the bridge crew::
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
::Wiggles her toes a little, feeling a bit odd that they aren't touching anything::
LtJG_Fernhim says:
@CTO: I like their pastas, though if you want something lighter than that.. I'm not sure... ::Turns to the waiter:: Waiter: I'll have a spaghetti, please, but not too large.. ::Turns to MacAllister  again::
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
::Catches the boots thrown by the XO and wears them::
CSO_LtJG_Wuer says:
CO: Sorry Sir I'm out of line..  ::pushes himself off the nearest console towards the biosuit locker::
XO-LtCmdr-Exeter says:
:: Puts on the last pair and powers them on::*EO*: Understood, good thinking, ensign. 
CTO_JtJG_MacAllister says:
@::smiles at Jessica again and turns to the waiter:: Waiter: I'll have a nice Bolognaise please, easy on the garlic.
CNS_Cmdr_Luchena says:
@Thrawn:  After you.  ::follows Thrawn::
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
::As he turns the magnetic boots on, falls down sticking to the floor::
EO_Ens_Bugalot says:
::Nods but realizes nobody will see it and while peddling he manages to exit ME and is on his way to the shuttlebay.::
CO_Cmdr_Jameson says:
::A small cynical smile crosses her face at Wuer's comment. Self: Looks like the possibility of keeping this under wraps is now considerably reduced::
LtJG_Fernhim says:
@::Turns to the CTO:: CTO: So... How is life on a starship then?
CSO_LtJG_Wuer says:
::puts on the boots and finds himself back on terra-firma, well the deck plate anyway::
TO_Ens_O`Brien says:
walks toward the XO as the metal sound of the boots is heard:: XO: Sir, what now?
CTO_JtJG_MacAllister says:
@Fernhim: If I had to sum it up in one word... Interesting. ::Smiles::
Host Admin_Thrawn says:
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